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The ready-made design panel

The Acoustic-CompactPanel® is a member of the successful Acoustic-Compact  
family. It stands for exceptional design, combined with a lot of possibilities in the 
demanding and fast paced interior décor designs. The Acoustic-CompactPanel®  
is on one hand available as a ready-made panel of a fixed format including edge  
processing and on the other hand as slat with a covering width of 192 mm and a 
longitudinally milled tongue and groove profile. Through this profile, the slat joint 
appears like one of the visible slots. This way an esthetically pleasing surface area  
is generated. 

As a carrier an MDF plate is used, which is slotted in various versions on the  
visible side and drilled at the rear. The surface and edge finish is freely selectable –  
a colored lacquering according to RAL/NCS is possible, but also a design with real 
wood veneer, a melamine surface or an HPL coating. A particular highlight of our 
Acoustic-CompactPanel® is the excellent absorption with alpha-w values of up to 
0.75.

The design surface with  
excellent absorption values

Panels   
max. 3000 mm (118.1“) x 1240 mm (48.8“),  
other lengths on request 

Slat
Length 2780 mm (109.5“), other lengths on 
request, slat width 192 mm (7.6“, visible width)

Surface HPL or melamine coating, real wood veneer or 
lacquered according to RAL/NCS

Carrier plate MDF

Very high absorption performance
Excellent absorption in all frequency ranges with an  
alpha-w value of up to 0.75.

Design possibilities
Acoustic-CompactPanel® offers a lot of design possibilities 
for walls (vertical and horizontal) and ceilings.

Slat
visible width 192 mm 
(7.6“)

Panels
max. 3000 mm (118.1“) x 
1240 mm (48.8“)

Slotting
SC200090

Slotting
SC200140

Slotting
SC300130


